The Barbara Wheatland Seminar Series seeks to recruit prominent speakers on advanced, cutting edge research and applications of remote sensing and associated geospatial technology that relate to forestry, conservation, climate change, or other areas of concern.

All seminars will be:
12:00 pm
Plum Creek Room (RM 204)
Nutting Hall

The Barbara Wheatland Seminar Series
Spring 2017 Schedule

Wednesday February 15, 2017
**Mapping understories: lessons from Arctic and boreal Alaska**
Peter Nelson | Assistant Professor | University of Maine - Fort Kent

Wednesday February 22, 2017
**The Future of US Forest Service Research and Development in Northern Forests**
Christopher Woodall | Project Leader | Northern Forest Science and Applications, USFS Northern Research Station

Wednesday March 22, 2017
**Earth’s Dynamic Forests: Pushing the Limits of Change Detectability with Remote Sensing**
Warren Cohen | Professor | Oregon State University

Wednesday April 5, 2017
**SERVIR: Connecting Space to Village through Regional Geospatial Hubs around the World**
Daniel Irwin | Earth Scientist & SERVIR Director | NASA Marshall Space Flight Center

Wednesday April 19, 2017
**Adoption of Carbon Credit Programs among SFI Participants in Maine**
Alison Truesdale | Coordinator | Keeping Maine’s Forests
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